
HAIR EXTENSIONS 

Hair extensions aren’t just for adding length to your hair. Your stylist can add al pop of color to 
enhance your style or create fullness & volume to fine limp hair. Upon consultation your stylist 
will evaluate the texture & condition of your hair to determine what type of extension is best for 
you. 

Tape In Method 
This brand-new method is a showstopper. Installation is astonishingly fast and the look is 
shamelessly seamless. Clients are raving about how Tape-Ins provide length and volume and blend 
easily into hair.  
 
This revolutionary method installs in as little as 45 minutes, so you’ll be looking fabulous in no 
time. And because it’s so speedy, it will save you precious time and money. The medical grade 
adhesive is designed for hair, so with proper care, tape won’t weaken until you’re ready to remove 
it with the help of our trusty Tape-In Bond Remover.  
 

DREAMCATCHERS • Micro-cylinder™ technology:  hair extensions that are a clean, easy and 
non-damaging. The  system is incredibly simple and efficient. Client time in chair is two hours for 
a full head application and return adjustment visits are approximately one hour. The clients’ own 
hair and extensions will look and feel amazing, healthy and gorgeous. 

DREAMCATCHERS are the best quality hair extensions in the world! The secret to gorgeous hair 
is in the quality, therefore we only use 100% selected human hair. It creates that natural look as if 
it was all your own hair. The quality is unmatched by any other extension on the market, and in 
most cases, is often better than your own hair. Our extensions have a luster and shine that never 
diminishes. You  will be knocked out! 

DreamCatchers  Technique and maintenance program is revolutionizing the hair extension 
industry: Our extensions are reusable giving you sustained enjoyment of beautiful hair.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


